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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Although we are currently on the opposite side of the year
from the annual SEG Convention, to be held in Dallas at the
end of October, there is quite a lot of planning occurring now.
I want to highlight some of these plans in this letter.
First, after considering changing the NSG Annual Meeting
format and time, we have decided to keep it as it is – an
evening, dinner meeting on Tuesday night. Other options
available for consideration, such as moving to another night
or moving to a luncheon format were considered and rejected
by your board. The “cost” did not justify the “gain.”
The reason we were considering this move is to avoid having our meeting in conflict
with the President’s Reception. Some of our guests at last year’s meeting might have
stayed longer if that conflict hadn’t existed. From the opposite perspective, the NSG
section is obviously under-represented at this President’s Reception due to this same
conflict, and this reception often has an agenda that goes beyond the social “face
value” of the event.
I am going to recommend a “quick fix” for this conflict by moving our meeting up
one hour on Tuesday night. This might be better anyway as an NSG meeting
attendee could come directly to the business segment of our meeting from the
convention floor. With this in mind, I will recommend that we find a meeting place
close to the convention center in an attempt to minimize that commute.
Concerning the Technical Program of the 2003 Dallas meeting, Technical Chairman
John Castagna has announced two dates for the Technical Program Committee to
meet in Norman, OK. John has specifically requested officers from the NSG
Executive Board to come to these meeting and be part of the program design. For the
February 20th meeting, President Elect Greg Baker has agreed to attend and represent
NSG’s interests. For the second meeting that follows the abstract submission
deadline, to be held on May 21st, Vice-President Tom Dobecki and I will represent
NSG. During this same time period, we are also going to need reviewers for
submitted abstracts. I did this last year and found SEG’s new EASE web-based
system, designed for the review purpose, to be easy to use. If you would like to be a
reviewer, contact an NSG board member.
You may not be aware of this SEG practice, but the host section of the SEG receives
$15,000 of SEG funds for hosting the event. Since the Near-Surface Geophysics
Section was the host section in Salt Lake City, NSG financial resources were doubled
by this action. For this reason, I would like to increase the number of student
scholarships annually given to defray travel expenses to the SEG meeting. Other
prudent uses of this “windfall” are being considered by your executive board.
Suggestions from the membership are certainly welcome.
Steve Danbom
President, NSG Section of SEG
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Monitoring a Failed Septic System with EM Conductivity
Contributed By
Rick Taylor (Dualem), Brad Lee (Purdue University) and Jim Doolittle (USDA-NRCS)
In 2001, the Ft. Wayne – Allen County Health Department identified several failing septic
systems in the suburbs of Ft. Wayne, IN, through field observation and water-quality
monitoring of nearby streams. One such system had been installed in a fine-textured (35 to 50
percent clay) soil, and serviced a 3-bedroom home on a 0.8 ha (2 acre) lot.
The system was mapped in December 2001 and again in July 2002 with the DUALEM-2 as
well as several other EMI instruments. The DUALEM-2 is designed to measure ground
conductivity at low-induction-number (LIN). The instrument contains coils that operate in
both the horizontal co-planar (HCP) and perpendicular (PRP) geometries. Transmitterreceiver separation is about 2 m. At LIN, the PRP geometry is sensitive to conductivity
fluctuations to a depth of about 1.2 m beneath the instrument, and the HCP geometry is
sensitive to a depth of about 3 m.
To evaluate the location of the septic system absorption field and contaminant distribution,
the DUALEM-2 was carried at low ground-clearance aligned with north-south traverses
spaced at 2-m intervals. Although the surveys progressed along serpentine paths, the
transmitter-receiver orientation of the instrument was kept consistent. Continuous
measurements were recorded at walking speed (about 1.2 m/s). A 1-Hz sample rate was used
in December; in July a 2-Hz rate was used. Figure 1 shows the DUALEM-2 in use during the
July survey.
Figure 2 shows the apparent conductivities measured for both surveys. The smaller area
surveyed during July lies within the area surveyed in December. Line positions and the northsouth extent of the July survey have been adjusted to minimize lag. The strongly conductive
feature in the northeastern corner of the December area is the response of the steel septic tank.
The ground was saturated at the time of the December survey. Prior to the survey, the septic
system had failed due to hydraulic overloading, caused by excessive water use in the home
and heavy precipitation, which resulted in ponded wastewater on the lawn.
The area slopes very gently to the south, so conductivities in the northern portion of the
December survey, away from the septic tank, may be most indicative of pre-construction
background values in wet conditions. PRP values in this area, at about 21 mS/m, are
somewhat lower than HCP values, at about 36 mS/m. This contrast arises from the greater
sensitivity of the PRP geometry to the less conductive materials, i.e. air, turf and lightertextured topsoil, immediately beneath the instrument. Furthermore, the conductivity of the
carbonate-rich subsoil is thought to increase with depth, as the degree of carbonate leaching
decreases.
By July the ground had become dry, browning the cover of short grass (see figure 1). In the
months before the survey, the combination of dry weather and a large reduction in water use
in the home had removed the hydraulic overload from the septic system.
HCP conductivities at the northern fringe of the July survey are essentially the same as those
measured in the same area in December. Comparable PRP conductivities were about 4 mS/m
lower in July. Temporal variation in soil moisture and soil temperature should be expected to
cause some fluctuation in measured conductivity. Instrument variability is also a possible
factor, as different DUALEM-2s were used for the two surveys. Nevertheless, to the depth of
PRP sensitivity, it would appear that the decrease in conductivity due to the drying of the soil
is slightly greater than the increase in conductivity due to the warming of the soil and its
remaining moisture. Soil temperature and moisture should be more stable through the greater
depth of HCP sensitivity, and indicated by the little-changed HCP conductivities.
The rectangular area of elevated PRP conductivity common to both surveys shows the
absorption field of the septic system. In the December survey, elevated PRP conductivities
extend downslope (i.e. southward) from the southwestern, south-central and eastern edges of
the absorption field, indicating likely pathways of contaminant seepage at or near the surface.
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The December downslope extensions of HCP conductivity from the southwestern and southcentral edges of the absorption field are relatively weak. The extension from the eastern edge
appears to have the greatest breadth and continuity at both HCP and PRP depths, suggesting
that a seep at this location would be the most substantial.
In the July survey, the downslope extensions are diminished significantly in both amplitude
and continuity. However, the amplitude of the absorption-field conductivity shows little
overall change from December to July. . Given the variables of moisture and temperature,
there is no clear decrease in the quantity of dissolved solids in the field.
The contours in the absorption field show east-west linear trends, which are more pronounced
in the July survey, and are strongest in the HCP map. The nature of the trends is consistent
with the expected layout of drain tiles and trenches in the absorption field.
Figure 3 is a view to the east across the survey area from about 24 N. Taken in July 2002, the
view shows east-west strips of grass that become progressively green and vigorous downslope
(i.e. to the right). The strips coincide with the east-west conductivity trends, and confirm the
elevated levels of moisture and dissolved nutrients in the trenches around the drain tiles.
The white disk in the right-side foreground of the view is the cover of the observation port of
the septic system. Allowing for about 1 m of positional uncertainty in the maps, the small and
local decrease in HCP conductivity at about 6 E and 21 N might be the geophysical
expression of the port. More significantly, this location is the origin of the strongest
downslope extension of PRP conductivity mapped in December 2001. Thus, the observation
port was the likely source of the most serious at-surface seepage of contaminants from the
septic system.
The surveys at this site demonstrate the use of EMI to identify the locations and depths of
septic-system failure, and to confirm the cessation of failure. To be useful, the EMI data must
be stable, accurate, precisely positioned, and collected both during failure and after the
implementation of corrective measures. Acquisition of EMI data prior to construction would
improve the diagnosis of any subsequent failure and, thus, the effectiveness of remediation.
The authors thank staff members of the Ft. Wayne – Allen County Health Department and the
USDA-NRCS, along with researchers at Purdue University, for assistance with project
organization and execution. Correspondence regarding this article may be e-mailed to
mail@dualem.com.
Figure 1: DUALEM-2 progressing northward on line 36 E.
(Photo: Dr. Byron Jenkinson, Purdue University)
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NSG & EEGS
The NSG and EEGS are
actively pursuing common
areas of interest and
cooperation. If any one has
comments or ideas on areas of
cooperation, please contact
Steve Danbom at 713-9377530 or
steve.danbom@worldnet.att.net.

NEWS
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
February 13, 2003

NEWS MEDIA CONTACT:
Lisa Gaisford at (202) 418-7280

FCC AFFIRMS RULES TO AUTHORIZE THE DEPLOYMENT OF
ULTRA-WIDEBAND TECHNOLOGY
……………In response to the petitions, the Commission amended the rules to
facilitate the operation of through-wall imaging systems by law enforcement,
emergency rescue and firefighter personnel in emergency situations; eliminated the
requirement that GPRs and wall imaging systems operate with their -10 dB
bandwidths below 960 MHz or above 3.1 GHz; specified the limitations on who may
operate ground penetrating radar (GPR) systems and wall imaging systems and for
what purposes; eliminated the requirement for non-hand held GPRs to employ a dead
man switch; clarified the coordination requirements for imaging devices; and
clarified the rules regarding emissions produced by digital circuitry used by UWB
transmitters. …………
Complete text at hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DOC-231197A3.pdf
Seminars
Resistivity Imaging Seminar
AGI will be offering a two-day workshop focusing on Electrical Resistivity Imaging with the
SuperSting system in Austin, Texas March 27-28, 2003. The workshop is directed towards
individuals with some previous electrical resistivity knowledge. The workshop is designed
for those professionals currently involved in conducting resistivity imaging surveys, those
wishing to acquire this expertise, and those involved in the management, oversight or review
of imaging surveys. This hands-on training covers resistivity and IP imaging including:
theory; data acquisition; field procedures; actual field measurements; data processing; data
presentation; and interpretation.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Basic theory
Electrical properties of different geological materials
The use of different electrode arrays
Electrical resistivity case histories including the Sting Cave and the Amistad dam
The Sting/Swift and SuperSting resistivity imaging systems
Planning field surveys: estimating depth penetration, estimating resolution, decide on
electrode array type, estimating time for a field survey
How will different weather conditions affect my survey
How to perform roll-along surveys
Field procedures with hands on training on the Sting/Swift and the SuperSting
systems
More case histories
Why and when resistivity as opposed to other methods?
Bore hole-to-bore hole measurements
Marine measurements
3D surveys
Conducting field surveys
Resistivity imaging data processing including terrain correction and data presentation

Contact Diana Arana at 512-335-3338 Ext 0 or diana@agiusa.com
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2003
6 - 10 April SAGEEP, San Antonio, Texas, U.S. http://www.eegs.org/ email:
eegs@neha.org
7 - 11 April Joint AGU-EGS-EUG Meeting, Nice, France
http://www.copernicus.org/egsagueug/ email: meetinginfo@agu.org
19 - 21 May International Seismic Instrument and Emergency Rescue Equipment
Exhibition 2003, Beijing, China ( http://www.exh.dizhen.ac.cn, e-mail:
iseree@eq-csi.ac.cn )
2 - 6 June

Norway 2003, 65th EAGE Conference and Exhibition. http://www.eage.nl/

23 - 26 June Beijing 2003 International Conference and Exposition (SEG
Beijing/SPG/SEG) Beijing, China email: spg@bgpcn.com
20 - 25 July SEG Development and Production Forum, Big Sky, Montana email:
meetings@seg.org
31 Aug - 4 Sep
EAGE/SEG Summer Research Workship, Trieste email:
ksmith@seg.org
31 Aug - 4 Sep
9th European Meeting of Environmental and Engineering
Geophysics (EEGS-ES / EAGE Near Surface Geoscience Division annual
meeting), Prague, Czech Republic. http://www.guarant.cz/EEGS email:
eegs@guarant.cz.
1 - 4 Sep

Moscow 2003 International Congress and Exposition (EAGO/SEG/EAGE),
Moscow, Russia email: pterekhova@seg.org

7 - 10 Sep

8th International Congress (SBGf/SEG/ULG) Rio, Brazil email:
jschmidt@petrobras.com

1 - 4 Oct

Workshop for Young Geophysicists (EAGO/SEG/St. Petersburg
University/VIRG/VNIGRI/EAGE), St. Petersburg, Russia email:
pterekhova@seg.org

7 - 9 Oct

6th Petroleum Geology Conference: North West Europe and Global
Perspectives, London, England email: pesgb@pesgb.co.uk

26 - 31 Oct SEG International Exposition & 73rd Annual Meeting, Dallas, Texas, U.S.
email: meetings@seg.org
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Full Page
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Four (4) Insertions
$150 (2.0” x 3.75”)

Only one magnetometer
can give you all this!
The G-858 MagMapper™ offers superior speed,
reliability and ease of use for all magnetometer
survey projects, but that's not all.
It also serves as a digital data acquisition system for the OhmMapper™
resistivity system, the MetalMapper™ metal detector, Geonics EM61
and integrates seamlessly with a GPS for a complete,
multi-parameter mapping system, for the fastest,
easiest, and most accurate geophysical surveys.
Mapping and interpretation software turns your PC
into a personal interactive geophysical workstation.
For mineral exploration, UXO surveys, hazardous
waste, utility locating, archeology, void detection,
and geological mapping, there's no better combination than the MagMapper™ system. Great plotting
and modeling software and valuable case histories OhmMapper non-contact
resistivity system. Fast, easy
are available free on our website.
resistivity without stakes.

Cesium magnetometer
integrated with GPS for
efficient data collection.

MetalMapper,™
the first metal
detector to work
in magnetic soil.
MagPick™ software offers
profile analysis and calculation of depth to target.

Since 1969
2190 Fortune Drive • San Jose, California 95131 • USA • Tel: (408) 954-0522
FAX: (408) 954-0902 • E-mail: sales@mail.geometrics.com • www.geometrics.com

Why One Seis Fits All.
The new 24-bit Geode™ II is the
most versatile and cost-effective
seismograph you will ever own.
Rugged enough to be dropped or
submerged, small and light enough
to throw in your suitcase with your
laptop, the Geode also expands to
over 1000 channels for 2-D and 3-D
acquisition. Suitable for all surveys –
refraction, reflection, downhole, and
tomography – you can also use the
Geode’s intelligent self-triggering for
earthquake, vibration, and injection
monitoring.

Geode modules deploy close to geophones
for best signal quality and reduced
cable costs. Comprehensive onboard processing and analysis
software lets you verify data quality in
the field so you can make best use of
your time.
And the Geode comes with a 3-year
warranty backed by Geometrics,
now in our 32nd year of prompt,
knowledgeable customer
support.

Connects to any
laptop or desktop PC

• Includes 3 to 24 channels per 8 lb (3.5 kg) box,
expandable to over 1000 channels on multiple lines
• Uses inexpensive, Ethernet between Geodes:
standard protocol means easy interfacing
• Samples from 16 µs to 20 ms for widest
bandwidth, highest resolution
• Includes high-speed hardware correlator for
Vibroseis or MiniSosie surveys
• Tests geophones, cables, and instrumentation
• Passes MIL810E shock and vibration specification

Connects to the new Geometrics
StrataVisor™ NZ seismograph

www.geometrics.com

Since 1969
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Near-Surface Geophysics Section of the SEG
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The Near-Surface Geophysics (NSG) Section of the Society of Exploration Geophysicists is a professional organization chartered by
the SEG to promote the rigorous practice of the science of shallow-earth geophysics.
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